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Players who put in the hard yards in England during the 2012 Olympic Games have been at the forefront of the development of FIFA. EA Sports’ real-world motion capture technology – which uses suits with 51 reflective markers to track players' actions in high-pressure situations – has been
used in many of their leading titles. It has also been used in several TV advertisements – including, most recently, the latest spot for the FIFA series starring Paul Pogba and Joe Hart. And it's back in FIFA 22. READ NEXT FIFA 1 - it's like FIFA without all the fat FIFA 22 Preview FIFA 1 - it's like
FIFA without all the fat Our guide to the new FIFA series Real-world movement and passion FIFA 22 features two main modes: a career mode and a season mode, which can either be played as standalone games, or combined into the new FIFA Ultimate Team mode. During the career mode,
the real-life players and movements of each player are used to power the game. A new AI system has been implemented, which is fully configurable by the player. EA have created their own AI – don’t be fooled by past glories. The dribbling and shooting AI is completely different – without a
doubt, this is the most realistic AI implementation we’ve ever experienced in a football game. With it, players can respond immediately to every movement, tackle or pass on the pitch. Zlatan Ibrahimović scores. Player power returning? Real-life players are at the core of FIFA 22, and as with
the footballers who wear the Official Matchday App for FIFA 17, this is easily the best-looking football game yet. FIFA 22 looks stunning. Animations are smooth, vibrant and detailed, and players are a delight to control. You can even freeze-frame a player’s movement, choose a moment of his
career and play that out with a minute or two of real-time football. However, the new Motion Player technology – which is completely configurable to all squads – is what makes FIFA 22 so much better than last year. In FIFA 17, the AI was tuned to an unrealistic set of control parameters, and

ultimately the player playing the game looked silly running around the pitch. The Motion Player has been completely overhauled in FIFA 22. With it, there is more time on the ball, more opportunity to dribble and pass around the opposition, and it feels just that little bit more
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Features Key:

Live out your dreams as both a manager and a player in FIFA 22. Create the newest club in FIFA, design your kits, style your stadium, and choose whether to compete with the elite or rise up from the lower divisions as you manage your club to glory. Or test your skills as a player with
a more immersive Player Career mode that gives you more ways to progress, achieve, and immerse yourself in your Pro’s journey through the game.
Six draft modes let you create your Ultimate Team squad by tapping into your creativity and your skill:
Create – Create your Ultimate Team from the 4-3-3 factions in FIFA.
Make Him – Create your Ultimate team from any player in FIFA.
Pick and Mix – Make your Ultimate Team by choosing between predominantly skilled players and predominantly creative players.
Manager Mode – Create and manage a club in FIFA through day-to-day operations.
FIFA Ultimate – Team – Add more flair and goal-scoring power by using the hundreds of FUT items in the game.
Star Manager – Build an awe-inspiring stadium for your club in FIFA.
PLAYER CAREER MODE
Career modes in FIFA offer a combination of manual creation and injury system where you get to decide how you want to develop your players. The more of your decisions you make, the more they improve and the easier it becomes to unlock your favorite player modes.
You will be able to take your club from youth academy to the English top flight in your career and you will get to progress through four levels of youth football. Play these matches in a variety of game modes for various challenges, play against fierce AI opponents or the CPU or other
players.
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Fans can begin their journey in the new FIFA experience by joining the official FIFA Community, where new and immersive features give you the chance to connect with your mates, and compete for the chance to win exciting prizes. Players can develop their game through an array of
competitions, including the FIFA Women’s World Cup™, the FIFA Puskas Award and much more. They can dive head first into the all-new FIFA Ultimate Team and compete for unique rewards in the weekly leaderboard challenges. With FIFA Ultimate Team, fans will need to strategise and earn

points in order to progress in weekly rewards – The Ultimate Gamify™ experience. FIFA® and FIFA Confederations Cup (FIFAC) products for Windows PC and consoles are available now. Full press release available at — Football Operations Make big plays with FIFA Powered by Football™
EASPORTS FIFA 22 features many innovations to modernize the award-winning franchise – including gameplay innovations – with fans being able to play the way they want. A variety of innovative features in FIFA will take your playstyle to a new level. Gameplay Moves and Options have been

advanced Simple, intuitive movements When delivering crosses, ball-orientation cues are used to help you control the ball more accurately. Advanced ball-orientation cues You can now focus more on the type of passes you make, as there are three main ball-orientation cues depending on
your current position: - Hint for passing to the side - Hint for passing to the corner - Hint for passing to the centre You have more control and position yourself more intuitively Involving yourself more in the game is now easier, thanks to new options. You can play in the Pro-Style with passive

tricks and physical play, or you can be more involved with taking control of the pace of the match, including sprints. Pro-Style Passive tricks and physical play Supple and strong player animations A new Fitness system Your Speed, Stamina and Quickness are two elements that constantly
build up your FIFA 22 fitness. Take on new challenges in new game modes to unlock fitness levels, or simply take advantage of the training facilities in the game. FIFA 20 will introduce an all- bc9d6d6daa
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Have you ever wanted to collect and trade real player created cards? Then FIFA Ultimate Team is for you! This mode lets you create and manage your very own virtual card collection, with all of the real-world pros and legends you’ve come to love added right alongside them. Buy, sell and
trade players like never before. Play the mode alone or join your friends in a weekly challenge. Create your dream team and rise up the leagues, leaving your mark on the world of football forever. My Club – Build, design and take control over the creation of your very own club. Create your
own stadium, hire and fire players, and make decisions to build your club into the best in the game. FIFA 22 lets you decide if you want to compete with the top clubs in the world or build and coach a club from the ground up. EA SPORTS “The Journey” FUT – MyClub FIFA FIFA The Journey
Singles – MyClub NEW EA SPORTS Ultimate Team – We’re back with FIFA Ultimate Team! In FIFA 22, the game’s most popular mode has received an update to offer an immersive experience like never before. Choose from over 350 authentic player cards, while also making choices on the

customization of your Ultimate Team. Go all-in on FIFA 22 Ultimate Team by joining leagues and unlocking rewards. The only place to compete and enjoy! FIFA Ultimate Team Score Attack – The game’s most authentic 3-vs-3 Soccer mode is back for FIFA 22. Experience some of the greatest
moments in football with your friends in the most authentic way possible. Share your game moments with fans around the world through the new social features, including the social hub on FIFA.com. And the more you play, the more it becomes a game of pure strategy – with each play being

a key moment. Loading EA SPORTS Ultimate Team – We’re back with FIFA Ultimate Team! In FIFA 22, the game’s most popular mode has received an update to offer an immersive experience like never before. Choose from over 350 authentic player cards, while also making choices on the
customization of your Ultimate Team. Go all-in on FIFA 22 Ultimate Team by joining leagues and unlocking rewards. The only place to compete and enjoy! EA SPORTS Ultimate Team – We’re back with FIFA Ultimate Team! In FIFA 22, the game’s most popular mode has received an update to

offer an immersive experience like never

What's new in Fifa 22:

Goalkeeper Skills:

Goalkeepers can now use their feet to gain extra advantage in the penalty area; dive, slide and even roll on the ground to halt goal-scoring chances.

Swap Play:

After getting the ball in the final third using one of your passing drills, you can now pause the game and select the type of pass you would like to execute or up-back the ball to a
teammate

New Standard Defect animations – More realistically move a player on to the turf at the spot of a foul.
New Player Handling animation – More realistically detect defender when in possession of the ball to make a face-up play

 Goalkeepers
 Passer
 Sweeper
 Centre-backs
 Full-backs

 Defender
 Midfielder
 Forward

 Ball
 Net
 Key Pass
 Deflection
 Interception
 Header
 FB Bounce Deflect

 Playmaker
 Player with teammates at feet
 Dribble
 Jump Ahead
 Stop-Start
 Fake
 Hard Tackle

 Goalkeeper – Dive, Slide, Roll
 Defender – Stationary Defensive Teleportation
 Midfielder – Stationary Midfield Teleportation
 Forward – Fast Left-Right Passing Teleportation

 Goalkeeper Positions
 Goalkeeper Tools – Kicking Circular patterns around the goal to kick a perfect placement
 Goalkeeper - Strength reduction after successful saves
 Goalkeeper - Reduced need for rebuild after failed saves
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FIFA is the world's leading video game franchise, and EA SPORTS FIFA 22 is one of the most highly anticipated titles in the history of the franchise. Discover classic gameplay, intuitive
controls, spectacular sights, and the intensity of the real-life sport. FIFA is a game for every generation, and FIFA 22 brings the excitement of football forward with new modes, features

and gameplay innovations. The pure, intuitive experience of FIFA is at the heart of every mode, every feature and every decision. Its attention to detail and the dedication of the
development team result in a truly authentic game, whether you're playing online with your friends or the sport itself. Settle in for a world of football with FIFA 22. Features A player’s

journey It takes real-world and team chemistry to reach the top of the game and with FIFA 22, players experience the true joy of football with a progression system that recognizes
their style and executes their play. With career modes and matches, players are inspired to play their way through rewarding seasons of achievements. And over the course of the year,

players can complete personal challenges to earn experience points and advance through leagues. Creating chemistry and avoiding clashing egos Hire and manage your squad of
players and keep them happy and motivated using the new Power Player feature that offers player-specific attributes and special tools. Along with all-new coaching setups, you can

assign specific tasks to your players to improve their performance, match, and teamwork. Play any way you want FIFA 22 reinvents the game modes, visuals, and gameplay of the FIFA
series with 24 new features that allow players to play any way they want. With the new Football Intelligence system, players can use new and improved gameplay intelligence to

strategize the team play, avoid pressure, or dominate the opposition by controlling the ball wherever they want – on defense or offense. Most important, FIFA 22 sets a new benchmark
for visuals. New camera angles, new player models, and new and improved lighting add a new depth of detail to the game, making FIFA more lifelike than ever before. FIFA 22 is a game-

changer for fans and gamers, providing a foundation for all other modes and a spark of inspiration for all those who pick up the controller. Powered by Football FIFA 22 uses the
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* A video card capable of DirectX 11 * A CPU with multi-core support and a minimum of 2GB of RAM. * 64-bit system software is recommended. * A USB or network connection is required
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